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The thirst  to create something extraordinarily innovative led the developers to tax their brains
enough to come up with concepts that were in a way different yet widely recognizable by all.
Therefore a game based on the famous folklore 'The Thirsty Crow' was though of and shaped into a
smoothly functioning gaming application. It shares the same objective i.e. to quench the thirst of the
crow but here, the gamer has to make efforts to do so. The Thirsty Crow is a gaming application
which comes with smooth transitions that are visually alluring to the eyes.

Unlike the story, this game is an attempt to better the gaming experience and make kids aware
about this ancient folk tale that carries an all-time encouraging moral of 'where there is a will, there
is a way.' The Thirsty Crow is embedded with the most unique features to keep the gamer
engrossed for long. It comes with three exciting and different background themes which the user
can change before beginning the game. This game makes smart use of the touch sensitivity of all
the devices it is designed for. Playing this game on the go on iPhone, iPad and iPod touch is sheer
fun. A small presentation about the game gives an idea of how the game is to be played as well as
acquaints us about its interface. 

With every next level the difficulty gears up. As a matter of fact, the crow can only catch one stone
in its beak at a time. Therefore, speed is required to complete a level in time. The stones and
containers are placed randomly in each level. The game keeps a track of the time and speed of
playing which also includes the time spent tapping or swiping stones to the crow's beak. Dropping
the stone outside the container on the ground leads to negative scoring. Therefore be careful to not
score negative points. The scoring is calculated on the basis of dropping the stone in the container,
every time a stone falls in the container the gamer earns 20 points. Each level has 10 stones, that
makes 100 points per level. The gamer stands a chance to earn extra bonus points if all the stones
are dropped in the container before the time's up.

With The Thirsty Crow installed in your device you can play the game anytime anywhere and have a
fun time by completing the challenge as well as make a new high score every time. This gaming app
ensures some exciting moments when played. The overall combination of vivid graphics, brilliant
effects and crystal clear sound effects makes it an amusing experience for the user. So go ahead
and download  The Thirsty Crow now!
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Terry Littrell - About Author:
The author familiarizes about the new gaming application i.e. a The Thirsty Crow. The game is
exclusively designed and developed for Apple touch products and makes smart use of the touch
sensitivity. The author also writes on a GPS Tracking Application and more.
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